Welcome to the sixth installment of the Molly Makes series, where Molly, OISS Assistant Director for Programs, “makes” something new and invites you to join her in the journey.

This week, Molly Made less Mess in celebration of Earth Day [1] on April 22nd! We all can contribute in meaningful ways to keep our planet clean and advocate for climate justice, and this week Molly contributed by cleaning up Lighthouse Point Park for an hour - even small steps matter.

Follow Molly’s step-by-step guide on how to clean-up your favorite local park [2]!

You can also follow along on the OISS Instagram [3] account in our Story Highlights throughout the semester.

If you are volunteering for Earth Day please email [4] us photos or tag OISS on social media at @yaleoiss to let us know what you are doing! Looking for a volunteer project to get involved with - check out some ongoing opportunities here [5].

We hope you enjoy our Molly Makes series throughout the semester!
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